
The Nature of Light
Year 11 – 12 transition task





Introduction

• Photography literally means ‘drawing with light’ from 
ancient greek– photos – light, graphe – drawing.

• Therefore an understanding of light, the nature of light 
and how objects appear under different lighting 
conditions is fundamental to you as a photographer in 
appreciating the work of others and in planning your own.



Your task

• First of all :

• Do some research that illustrates the difference in what is 
known as the quality of light.

• Either draw or copy diagrams that show the different 
effects  that different light sources (both natural and 
artificial) produce.



Research

• Research the following photographers :

• Fan Ho

• David Bailey – studio work

• Andrew Sanderson – still life work (look at the still life, at home and 
botanical sections of his website)

• Charlie Waite

• Carol Sharp (flower photographer)

• + 2 others – your own choice



Research (continued)

• Look at the work of the photographers mentioned on the previous 
slide and pay attention as to how they have used light the reveal 
colour, texture shape etc. Use at least 2 examples from each 
photographer and write down your thoughts.

• Does the colour of daylight  change throughout the day ?



Research continued

• Research studio lighting. Look at the different light shapers that 
photographers use to modify the quality of light. Try, also to gain an 
understanding if moving the light closer to or further away from the 
subject has an effect (shadows?).

• Explore how photographers also use reflectors to modify the light 
hitting the subject too.



Your photographic task
• I appreciate that getting out and about is a bit tricky but try your best. 

Have a camera (or phone if that’s all you have) on your daily walk if you 
take one.

• Take a series of photographs paying attention to the light. You could 
photography the same thing(s) on different days or the same view at 
different times of day

• Try to take photos using daylight (natural) and artificial lights. Even your 
mobile phone torch can be effective (see @harleyphotographs on 
Instagram).

• Link your work to your research to show you have understood what you 
are doing



Your photographic task -continued

• I will leave the choice of subject-matter to you but give your work 
some thought and try to suggest links between shoots.

• I am expecting at least 3 different shoots. Don’t be random!

• I will not be expecting you to print work off. I am expecting to see 
your work presented ideally as a Powerpoint presentation.

• Remember to use photographic keywords (there are websites listing 
these – use Google)



Your photographic task -continued

• Edit the photos as best you can. Affinity Photo (a good Photoshop 
substitute) is available as a free trial until May 30 and to buy for 
£23.99 (50% off) https://affinity.serif.com/en-gb/photo/

• If you have Photoshop at home then by all means use it.

• I am not looks for heavy post-production or editing, the task is all 
about observing and understanding light.

Good luck !

https://affinity.serif.com/en-gb/photo/


Any problems ?

•

email me  : jabelson@kngs.co.uk


